
How Roobykon successfully 
started 5 marketplace 

projects in a single month 
with MultiMerch

Dmitry Sokolov / Project Manager

"MultiMerch is now our software of choice 
for our product marketplace projects!"
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The challenge
Finding the ideal software solution for Roobykon’s 
product marketplace projects

Roobykon Software is a European software development 
company that specializes in building customized multi-vendor 
marketplaces for businesses around the world.

The company is proud of their 30-strong team of engineers 
and creatives to handle the most complex e-commerce 
projects.

In the past year, Roobykon has built over 40 online 
marketplaces for clients in the US, the EU and elsewhere..

In the past, Roobykon has used many different multi-vendor 
technologies to power their marketplaces. But picking the 
right solution hasn’t been easy:

The team primarily uses RoR and Sharetribe to build 
custom marketplaces, which works great for service and 
rental projects.

However, for their newest product marketplace project 
Roobykon was looking for something different:

This is when Roobykon Software first looked into MultiMerch.

“We needed a new solution to use specifically for product 
marketplaces – preferably an open-source online 
marketplace system that would include most of our 
clients’ requirements out of the box.”

Ruby, Ruby on Rails, Sharetribe, 
MultiMerch, OpenCart, Cocorico, 
Symphony, PHP

“We've built marketplaces using all kinds of solutions – 
from Sharetribe and Ruby on Rails frameworks built from 
scratch to custom OpenCart extensions. But adapting 
these solutions to clients' requirements has always been a 
challenge.”



The solution
MultiMerch as the all-in-one multi-vendor solution for product marketplaces

We’ve specifically designed MultiMerch as a software solution for two-sided product 
marketplaces that is easy to work with for both developers and marketplace owners.

Roobykon Software had experience with marketplace software in the past, but struggled 
to find something that matched their team’s high expectations for this newest project:

After researching MultiMerch, Roobykon’s team contacted us with further questions. 
As usual, we were thrilled to help.

Roobykon had a few requirements for marketplace software. MultiMerch 
ticked all the boxes:

      Open, clean and easily-customizable codebase
      Regular updates to continually improve their clients’ marketplaces
      Speedy, professional support from MultiMerch’s core technical team
      Zero costly addons or upsells – all features included out of the box

This, in addition to MultiMerch’s wide range of useful features, was enough to 
convince Roobykon to give us a try.

Konstantin Dynda / Chief Technical Officer

We built a few product marketplaces using Webkul for OpenCart, 
but our developers had quite a few issues with its code quality. 
At this point, our PM suggested we look into MultiMerch.

Dmitry Sokolov / Project Manager

MultiMerch gained our favor with its convenience and reliable functionality 
as the all-in-one software. We especially appreciate the frequent updates 

and customer support from the MultiMerch team.

“Martin has surprised us by replying personally – you don’t often get to work with the 
CEO directly. He was very attentive, answered all our numerous questions and 
offered us insights about the product.”

Dmitry Sokolov / Project Manager



Results
Using MultiMerch, Roobykon launched their first marketplace in just 
a few weeks. And within a month, they managed to line up 4 more 
clients for their services.

As soon as the project was approved with the client, Roobykon deployed MultiMerch and 
started building a customized marketplace.

Just a few weeks later, the Little Green Company 
marketplace was live.

Little Green Company is a Dutch marketplace of 
pre-owned kids clothing. It offers third-party sellers 
a platform for their products, showcasing modern 
design and a minimal interface.

To make sure everything goes smoothly, we’ve stayed in touch with both Roobykon 
and Jorien from Little Green Company throughout the project – and everyone 
couldn’t be happier.

This was just the beginning – the Roobykon team were so impressed by MultiMerch 
that they used it to start four more marketplace projects for their other clients 
during the same month.

Dmitry Sokolov / Project Manager

“With Multimerch, most of the core features we needed were available out of the 
box, so the project mostly consisted of making simple changes according to the 
client’s requirements. And we’re so happy with the code quality!”

Dmitry Sokolov / Project Manager

We were in touch with Martin throughout the project and always received 
instant answers to our questions about MultiMerch software. MultiMerch is 

now our software of choice for our product marketplace projects!

The design and features of MultiMerch 
made it just the right solution for our 
marketplace project.
Jorien Haubrich / Founder



Get started with MultiMerch

Ready to launch your own 
multi vendor marketplace?

https://multimerch.com/

